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-2 Final Argument of SOMA

Issue 1

Enbrid~e Gas Inc. ("Enbridge") did not respond appropriately to all relevant directives from the
Merger proceeding. Please see BOMA's response to Issue 7(a) for a discussion of how Enbridge
responded to the Board's findings and directives its that case.

T~~ne

Settled (see Settlement Agreement).

Issue 3

Settled (see Settlement Agreement).

Issue 4

Settled (see Settleil~ent Agreement).

Issue 5

Partial Settlement (see Settlement Agreement.

Tone h

Settled (see Settlement Agreement).

Tssue 7

Partial Settlement (see Settlement Agreement).

-3 Issue 7L)— One-time Adjustment fo~~ Capital Pass-ThroLl

Protects

In EB-2017-0306 and EB-2017-0307 (the "Merger" case), the Board found:

"The O~I3 agyees with intc~~veno~~s who noted that through Union Gas' capital pccsstlzNough, the i~~eclzanzsm, signi~ecznt eczpitczl c~clditions have been funded tlzi°oti~glz fates
during the past IRM term. The rate base and dep~^eciation associated with projects that
we~~e found eligible for capital pass-though treatment duNing the IRM term shall be
czciclecl to the 2013 OEB approved rate base and depreciation in determining the eligible
inc~~e»zentczl capital amotitntfor Union Gas'se~vice territory"(p33).
The Board also noted that:

"...,for .EGD, the ~~ate base cznd depreciation to be used in the formula shall be the OEB
approved amount froi~z the most recent custom IR update decision — EB-2017-0086"
(p33).
The two utilities were put on a comparable basis for purposes of calculating their ICM
materiality thresholds, and the amount of eligible incremental capital for their respective service
territories.

Enbridge complied with this direction. However, the applicant proposed to freeze the gradually
declining revenue requirement generated by the six pass-through capital projects approved as Yfactors driving the previous 2014-2018 IRM teen at the 2019 revenue requirement level for the
duration of the 2019-2023 IRM plan and perhaps beyond. This proposal would increase the
revenue requirement by approximately $46. 2 million over the proposed 2019-2023 IRM term
alone (JT1.2), resulting in a substantial rate increase. The proposal results in a rate increase to
offset the lower revenue r•equireinent (and rates) that would have resulted from utilizing the
higher ICM materiality threshold and, therefore, the lower incremental ICM eligible capital
capacity, driven by the use of Board-directed rate base and depreciation additions to the Union
2013 rate base. The $46.2 million is the suin of the difference between the 2019 revenue

-4 requirement level and the revenue requirement level which results from the continuation cif the
gradual decline of depreciation, rate base, taxes, and return over• the 2019-2023 deferred rebasing
period.

BOMA opposes the proposed change in the Union rate zone rate design, for several reasons.

First, Enbi•idge's proposed "one-time true-up" is a major rate design change, resulting in a
substantial rate increase, proposed at the midpoint of a ten year ICM period. The proposed rate
change should not be considered in this proceeding.

In Procedural Order No. 2 in this proceeding, the Board stated that it was loath to deal with
significant rate design changes in a mechanistic IRM case. It stated in Procedural Order No. 2:

"...this is ccn IRM applzccztion. Adjz~strnents to rate desigiz are gei2erally ~~ot co~zsic~ei~ed
~i-cr~i~zg an IRM term. Tv the extent that the rate design proposals are zmplernelztiJ~g the results
of previous OEB decisions, oY czre required to transition to the OEB-approved IRM
framework, the OEB will coizsider them. Otherwise, they sl2ould wait until the 1~ext~ rate
YPhClSll2f~,T Cl~j~llCCltl071 ~~.

The Board's relLlctance to make any substai7tial rate design change during an IRM period was
also reflected in its decision in Procedural Order No. 2 to change the wording of the rate design
issue in the Issues List from:

"Are tl~e i~crte clesig~~ proposals.fvN the Union Gcrs rc~Ze zones appropi~icate?"
to:

"Are a~zy rote desr~gr~ ~roposuls czppi~opricrte in t~I~e context of pr~evaotrs O1~B decisioi7s,
ir~clz~cling ... ".
.
Ii1 BOMA's view, any such change should be dealt with at rebasing.

-5 Moreover, the Board's extenuating factors, included in this paragraph fron7 Procedural Order No.
2, reproduced above, do apply in this case. The true-up proposal does not implement the 1•esult
of any prior OEB decision, including the Merger decision. To fl7e contrary, the applicant's "trueup" proposal is designed to nullify the impact of the Board's directive to the applicant, with
respect to ainoiults to be added to the 2013 Union rate base, for the purpose of detei~nining the
2019 materiality threshold for ICM financed projects in the Union rate zone. Second, the Board
made no direction to make the rate design change now proposed. To the contrary, the Board
directed that the deferral accounts for the Union six pass-through projects in the 2014-2018 plan
should remain open. Nor did the Board authorize that their scope be fundamentally changed to
deal only with income tax timing differences. The Board stated that:

"The OEB accepts the applicants'proposalfor the accounts that will be continued with
the exceptzor2 ofthe Cap and Trade deferral account and vaYic~nce accounts which will be
addressed in a separate proceeding"(Merger, p46).
The Board approved the continuation of the accounts in the defen-al rebasing period because they
remain ilecessaiy to deal with variances between the forecast revenue requirement impacts of the
six pass-through projects and the actual revenue requirement impacts thereof. The Board did
not, as noted above, decide that the scope of the accounts be narrowed in the manner suggested
by Enbt-idge in this application.

Moreover, the proposed rate design change is not required for Enbridge to transition to the OEB
approved 1RM framework for the deferral i~ebasiilg period.

The existing price-cap IRM

framework, cllosei~ by Union for the 2014-2018 IRM program, simply continues for the five year
deferred i•ebasing period, 2019-2023.

-C Second, the purpose of the ICM materiality threshold was to provide a tool for the Board to
detei7i~ine what amount of capital inveshnent a utility would be expected to finance from rates
during a five year price cap IRM program. The concept focuses on the utility's cash flow.
"Fz-oin rates" in this context means the combination of deprecation, revenue growth from new
customers, acid the Board approved annual price or revenue cap increase. The Board determined
that the utility would have the ability to propose ~ICM financing to the extent that its proposed
capital budget, including the ICM projects, exceeded its materiality threshold. However, the
utility is not given a blank cheque with its capital budget. It is required to pace and prioritise its
capital project spending. Furthermore, the Board anticipated that a utility would not normally
"use up" all its "ICM capacity" with ICM projects, and suggested that utilities proposing several
sizeable capital projects over a five year period should select a custom IR plan rather than a price
cap IRM. While the custom IR option was not available to Enbridge during the deferred
rebasing period, Enbridge was well aware of this fact, and decided to mere the companies
nonetheless, because of the longer term benefits.

Furthermore, the applicants made it clear in their Fiilal Arglunent in the Merger case that if the
OEB issued a decision that made significant changes to the applicants' proposal, thei7 the
applicants would consider• the plans for ainalgainatioi~ in view of the decision (Merger, p55).

The Board decided to allow the merger, including a five year deferred rebasing period (EGD and
Union, the mergii7g corporations, both completed their previous IRM plans on December 31,
2018), and had as]<ed the Board for a ten year defen-ed rebasing. The Board •anted EGD a five
year deferred rebasing. The Board also, as noted above, directed Union, for• the purpose of
calculating; its materiality threshold under the ICM policy for the deferred rebasing period, to add
to its 2013 rate base, the rate base and depreciation generated by tl~e six projects awarded "pass-

-~through" treatment over the 2013-2018 period. A few months after- the Merger decisio~z, the
applicants advised the Board that they would proceed with the merger, aild proceeded to
complete the merger oil January 1, 2019. The applicants were well aware that both the Merger
decision and the Report of the Board on Ratemaking Associated with Distributor Consolidation,
EB-2014-0138, issued March 26, 2015, directed that the IRM fraineworlc for the five year
deferral rebasing period granted by the Board would, for each of the Union and EGD rate zones,
be a price cap IRM and would also have been well aware of the implications of the Board's
decision on the materiality threshold calculations for its two rate zones for 2020. In those
circumstances, it is neither fair nor consistent with the Board's clearly stated policy for the Board
to approve Enbridge's proposed major change in rate design during the defei7al rebasing period,
which is a proceeding which the Board has declared is, oz should be, mechanistic in nature.

Third, Enbridge has a 2019-2023 capital budget of approximately $2.5 billion.

Over the

previous IRM term, Enbridge actuals (2018 account forecast) capital budget was approximately
$3 billion, while Union's, notwithstanding its smaller size, spent about $3.4 billion (2018 account
forecast), resulting in rate bases for purposes of calculating the respective materiality thresholds
of $4.68 billion for EGD and $3.72 billion for Union. Their materiality thresholds provide
Enbridge with only $13 million of ICM capacity in 2019, while Union has $152 million of
incremental capacity, illore than ten tunes the EGD amount. Part of the reasons fol- Union's
larger capacity is that its proposed capital budget for 2019 is approximately $46 million larger
than EGD's, which expands the capacity by that an7ount. Another reason is that for those capital
expenditures in the 2014-2018 tern7, other than the six pass-through projects, Union proposes to
use rate base numbers from 2013, not 2018 (Exhibit B1, Tab 2, Schedule 1, p10). Furthet7nore,

-8 Union used a 0.72% index to calculate the revenue available f~oln the 2020 rate increase, which,
in our view, understates that increased revenue that inay be used to fund incremental projects.

The Board found that the:

"eligible iizcren~ei~tal cctpitczl account will be deterl~2ined using the OEB's ICM.foNmulca,
and each gas utility's rate base and depreciation, ie. eczlculc~ted sepc~N~atelyfo~~ both Union
Gc~s and Elzbridge Gas".
The Board's formula for calculating the eligible incremental capital amount, the potential space
or capacity the utility would have in a given year to access the ICM funding mechanism is laid
out in EB-2014-0219 and EB-2014-0202, as well as in the Chapter 3 Incentive Rate-Setting
Application of the OEB's Filing Requirements for Electricity Distribution Rate Applications,
July 20, 2017.

Issue S

Settled (see Settlement Agreement).
r~C„~ n

BOMA does not agree that EGD's and Union's ISPS and AMPS support approval of the ICM
funding request. Union is including low priority projects in its capital expenditure plans and
budgets, to act as a buffer in the event unexpected projects require incremental funding. These,
set aside, are substantial. There is a buffer, which is included in rates, which can be used to fund
such projects.

As foi• EGD's rate zone, EGD's method of constructing its capital plans/budgets based on the
requirements on an individual asset category basis, and its refusal to prioritize projects oi~ an
annual, or longer teril~ basis diminishes its usefiililess in supporting any particular ICM project.

-9 Issue 10

BOMA is of the view that ovei~lleads should be part of capital costs, in order to provide the
Board on a consistent basis and eligibility of projects for ICM funding. However, they should
not be part of the revenue requirement calculation to the extent that they are already in rates.

ICM Projects — Introductiotl

In EB-2017-0306/EB-2017-0307, EGD/Union had requested Y-factor (pass-through) status for
proposed investments over the plan term that qualify for ICM treatment. The Board did not
approve this proposal.

The Board acknowledged that the applicant might apply for ICM

financing for qualifying capital projects over the five year extension of the 2014-2018 IRM to
2023. It stated:

"The distributor° would therefore be able to identify projectsfor ACM or ICM treatment if
its capital budget fog^ the project year exceeds the Board's defined ~nc~teriality th~~eshold
[for that year]. Tl2e materiality threshold is in effect a capital expenditure th~~eshold
which seNves to demonstrate t1~e level of'capitc~l expenditures that the dist~Nibutor should
be able to manage tlz~~ouglti its eur~^ent rate".
It found that such projects would be assessed, on a case by case basis, following; the Board's
current practice (Merger, p32, FN 45) to detei-inine whether each capital project proposed for
ICM financing met the eLu-rent ICM criteria, and subject to a project specific materiality factor of
$10 million (Merger, p33).

Issue 10(Don River) aild Issue 11

The Don Rives- replacement project is the replacement of a pipeline crossing the Don River just
north of Lalce Ontario. Currently, the pipe is attached under abridge over the Do» River, and
the proposal is to replace it with ~ pipeline under' the river a short distance upsh~eain of the

-10 bridge. The ctu-rent pipeline is eighty-nine years old, and nearby coilsh-uction activity wi11 place
it at risk. Enbrid~;e is asking for an ICM of $13 million, the maximum amount possible under its
2019 ICM capacity. The total project cost is forecast at $35.3 nlillioi~ (EP.16, p2).

BOMA believes the project should not qualify for ICM financing. The replacement of a riveicrossing in-service foi• eighty-nine years is part of the normal year over year capital budget of the
utility, and is pai`t of the normal cycle of replacement and refuibishinent of aged assets over dine
for the utility, and should have been planned and budgeted for in the normal course.

The utility has had many years to include the project in its annual capital budgets. Moreover, the
amount requested is rather small, only $13 million, just $3 million above the project specific
materiality factor of $10 million established in EB-2017-0306/EB-2017-0307 for the new
combined utility. For perspective, Enbridge's forecast capital budget over the five year deferred
rebasing period (2019-2023) is approximately $2.5 billion (Exhibit Bl, Tab 2, Schedule 1, p4).
Enbridge spent approximately $3 billion in its custom IR plan, which ended December 31, 2018.
The $13 million, which occupies all of Ei~bridge's ICM "capacity" represents only one-half of
one percent of the five year capital budget, and only about 2.5% of the 2019 capital budget.
Such a small amount in relation to the capital budget should be absorbed by Ei7bridge without
recourse to IRM funding.

Moreover, EGD rate zone Dish~ibution System Plan does not offer any particular support to the
project. In its plan, Enbridge has not prioritized its projects for 2019, and if the Don River
crossing project is a high priority, it leas not demonstrated that within its plan. A lower priority
project could have been deferred. Moreover, Enbridge has indicated that it cannot dive a
numerical ranking to its 2019 capital projects. It considers its ten year list of projects all

-11 necessary at some point over the ten year period. Without such prioritization, BOMA cannot
determine its ability to finance the entirety of the project (the $13 million requested) through the
defei~i•al of another project to a later ye~u•(1.BOMA.22, p2).

Finally, Enbridge has not stated what it will do if the ICM funding for the project is not approved
in this case. BOMA assumes that construction has already commenced on the project iti order to
meet the December 2019 in-service date.

BOMA believes that the fact that a project, such as the Don River Replacement, has been
determined to be in the public interest is not determinative of whether the project should receive
ICM fiinding. The Board has been very clear on this point. It stated in Procedural Order- No. 2
~PS)~
"Detet^mining that a ~rvject is in the public interest and determining whether it is eligible
,for incremental capital,funding during czn IRM term have different consideYc~tions. fln
ICM is aficnding mechccnism,~os~ significant, increinentc~l c~nd discrete cczpitccl projectsfor
which a utility is ~rc~nted rate recovery in advance of its next rebasin~p~lication. The
OE13 will use the established ICM criteria to determine whether the proposed ICM fits
withilz the total eligible incremental capztal czf~zount, ctnd that each pNoject has c~
sigr~ifzcant influe~~ce on the operation of Enbridge Gc~s. Tlzis will necessitate
eonsiderc~tion of the proposed ICMs in the context of EYEbridge Gas' ove~~all USP afzcl
AMPS"(our emphasis).
Cost Increases for the Pro

The Board added Issue 10 to the Issues List. Issue 10 states:

"Are the costs ofthe ICM pirojects c~ppr~pl~ictte to the extent that they differfYojn tl~e costs
consic~e~~ecl by the OEI3 in gra~~ting leave to construct".
The Don River forecast project costs in this proceeding ai•e $35.3 million, an increase over' the
$9.77 million over the costs forecast in the leave to construct on July 18, 2018 of $25.6 million,
an increase of approximately 35% (I.EP.16, p2).

-12~nbridge has offered no substantial explanation for the increases in land costs or regulatory costs
even though those items increased by 60% and 500%, respectively. In the absence of such
evidence, the increase in land and regulatory costs of approximately $2.1 million should not be
allowed for reasons of prudency. They appear to be imprudent. In the leave to construct case
(EB-2018-0108), the Board stated that the 30% contingency for the project was excessive. So,
the effective overage was actually higher (p6).

The applicant failed to include overhead costs in its leave to construct proposals for Don River,
Sudbury, Kingsville, and Stratford, all projects for which it is seeking ICM fui7ding.

Sudbury Replacement

The Sudbury Replacement Project does not qualify for ICM treahnent because the project was
completed before December 31, 2019. The project came into service in October 2018 (Exhibit
B1, Tab 2, Schedule 1, p24). Union has already spent the money to build the project during 20'18
without applying for ICM assistance at t17at tune. The purpose. of the ICM policy is to allow
utilities under ~i-ice cap IRM to seek alternative funding and recovery in rates of projects that
they feel are necessary and caiznot be funded from rates. Allowing the completed project in one
year to qualify for ICM treatment in a future year under IRM is contrary to Board's ICM policy,
and would be a bad precedent. It would reduce the utilities' incentive to plan and pace its capital
projects properly, to serve as a buffer for unexpected repairs or replacements. It would be a
serious n~isLise of ICM. Second, there have been several replacement projects that required leave
to construct in the same distribution system, and the company was well aware of the pipelines'
conditio~l.

-13 Finally,.Union claims that, notwithstanding that its capital expenditure over 2019 through 2023,
Union is not able to reprioritize other projects. However, Union's evidence is that it includes low
~riorit. items in its aiznual budgets- precisely to allow the flexibility to accommodate an
unexpected requirement, like the Sudbury Replacement.(BOMA.22, p2)(our emphasis).

In the leave to construct application for the Sudbury project (EB-2017-0180), Union stated that
the proposed pipeline replacement was a:

"continuation ofthree p~~evious pipeline replacement projects in the Sudbury area"(EB2017-0180).
In BOMA's view, this suggests, even if the project were plamled and coilstrncted within the
2019-2023 IRM term, the project should be seen as part of the noi-~nal utility business periodic
repair and replacement of older pipes, a lcey part of the year to year utility plants and budget, and
l~ierefore, not eligible for ICM funding.

In EB-2017-0180, the Board further noted that:

"The OEB r.'s gr•~rnti~2g leave to coi~sti~uct the NPS 12pipeline proposed by Union Gczs, but has
~~~otec~ that Union Gcrs coa,tld if~zprove future appliccztio~~s by providiizg the OE13 with a
forecast of growth to sitppoi°t tl2e upsizr~~g of any pipelii~e,s, as well as information on the
longer^-te~~ri2 plct~~sfor su~~ly to czi~. c~i~ea in order tv provide context for individual projects"

(our emphasis).
Union applied to the Board for leave to construct the Sudbury replacement project on May 6,
2017. However•, Union had inspected the section of pipe in question in 2014-2015. Tl1e
inspector noted substantial deteriol-ation, and Union could have filed its application earlier,
probably in 2016, but chose not to do so. Given that the pipeline section (which was the subject
of the leave to construct replacement) was sixty years old, and the results of the earlier
inspection, Union had ample reason to consider its replacement prior to 2017.

-14 Costs

The actual cost of replacement of the pipeline was $95.2 million, up from $74 million in the
leave to construct application, an increase of $21.2 million, ar approximately thirty percent
(I.EP.16, p3). Construction and labour costs increased by $8.9 million, over the original estimate
of $58.361 million to $67.3 million. Overheads were not included in the leave to construct
estimate, but added to the estimate in this proceeding at $12 million. The $95.2 million figure is
inclusive of overheads.

Enbridge provided very little explanation for the $8.9 million increase in construction and labour
costs.

Enbridge should not recover the additional $8.9 million in construction and labour, as the
ii~cr~ease is of a magnitude that renders the additional costs imprudent.

Customer Consultation (All Four Capital Projects)

The cost consequences of the proposed large projects for which ICM funding is being sought,
Kingsville, Sudbury, Don River, or Stratford, were not specifically put to customers during the
consultation process (I.BOMA.79). They should have been. Most utilities proposing large
discrete capital projects or pro~-ains, including Hydro One and Alectra, have put such projects,
with their likely financial iinpaets, to customers to ascertain their willingness to pay higher rates
to support them (I.BOMA.70).

Finally, in calculating the revenue impact of the Sudbury project offsets should be inchided for
the $8 ir~illiorl to $10 u7illion of capital pi•~jects woL~ld have otherwise lead to have been spent
dLu~ing the deferral rebasing period (EB-2017-0180, p7).

-15 Kingsville Proiect

The Kingsville Reinforcement Line project is proposed in response to increasing natural gas
demand in the Kingsville-Leamington area. Much of the gas is required by the commercial
greenhouse operators in the area. The Greenhouse Growers Gas Association noted that a
December 2019 in-service date was r~ecessaiy to maintain growth ii1 the greenhouse gas sector.
The proposed pipeline is a spur line off of the Panhandle system in the Town of Lakeshore,
which will run south to the Kingsville/Leamington area, a region that contains the largest
concentration of crops grown "under glass" in North America.

BOMA notes that while the Board found the Kingsville project to be in the public interest in EB2018-0013, it also expressed a number of concerns with aspects of the project. The Board stated:

"Y~'hile the OMB hc~s approved the Project, there are some concerns that the OEB would
lilze to observe.
First, the new pzpeline has ancillary distribution benefzts according to Union in addition
to the tNansmissiojz,fi~netions. The distributzor~ benefits are evident cis Union iclentified 14
fi~fn cusZonzer cont~~c~cts executed and 20 customer contracts being izegotzated which rely
on the approval c~izd construction of the Project. The OEB,finds that the Ps^oject meets
both distribution and trc~~~srrzission j2eeds, yet the OEB's ecofzoinic tests are exclusive,
czpplicczble to either dist~^ibution. o~^ t~^c~nsmzssion lines.
Second, the ecorzoinic test ,fo~~ trct~~snZission, E.I3.0. 134, does not attribute wl~o should
pc~y wit1Z each stage of~testing. Fos^ clistributiof2 pipelines, tl~e more recent E.B.O. 188 test
recognizes that if there is if~sufficiei~t new revenzae genercztec~ by the project to cover• its
costs, capital contributions are Negz~ired fi~or~~. the benefiting parties. Under E.B.O. 134,
the stage 2 benefiting pai^ties would be downstream conrtiecting custor~zeNs c~ncl the local
economy. Currently tl~ej~e is no r~~echcanisf~~ to have these parties inc~ke cz co~~tribution to
tl2e costs despite them° substc~~~tic~l benefit.
1~'or nc~turczl gcas in Ont~«io, i~~ econ~on~ie test or ~~c~te»zalzing i~~eclzc~nis~n exists today to
allow these c~isc~~epancies to be adc~r^essed.
The OF,B acknowledges the c~~eative thinlzi~zg i~7cli.~ded irz IGUA's submission. While it is
not appropriate to split the costing between transmission c~nc~' distribution pipeli~zes as

-16p~~oposed by IGUA i1~ this pi^oceecli~~g, si-ich proposals »zay help info~^i~z.future tlii~~I~iizg on
the ti~ec~tinent ofdual fi~netio~~ pipelir7es"(pp 5,6).
Given that the project is a blended trans~nissioil and distribution project, the deficiencies of the
Board's "economic test for transmission", expressed above, the degree to which the project is
supportive of the one pat-ticular sector, and given the Board's coinineilts about IGUA's argument
in the leave to construct proceeding for this project, BOMA urges the Board not to approve ICM
funding for the Kingsville project. The project's tuning has been moved up twice already, and it
is highly likely that increlnel~tal revenues from the project wi11 be high, both from the growers,
and other users in the Leamington-Kiizgsville regioiz, aizd the 0.45 pi is likely to understate the
revenues from this line. The growers, a large and fast growing sector of the Ontario economy,
were not asked to make contributions, and the fact that the construction of the project will
eliminate the need of other expenditures, will provide an offsetting cash flow to the company. In
reviewing the criteria of need and pnldence in EB-2014-0219, the Board stated:

"Evidence that the incremental revenue requested will not be recovered through other
f~~eans (e.g., it is not, in full or in si~-nifcant ~czrt, included in base rates or being undecl
b y tl~e ex~a~zszon of service to inclatide new custorner~s and othef~ load ~rowth)" (our
emphasis).
To summarize, EGD will recover substantial revenues from multiple sources to help finance the
Kingsville project. It should not qualify for ICM funding. ICM fielding for the Kingsville
project would be an imprudent use of funds.

Finally, the project's cost increased from $105,716,000 in the leave to construct proceeding (EB2018-0013) to $121.4 million in this proceeding. The forecast increase was due to the inclusion
of overheads in the cost estimate. The applicant did not include overheads in the leave to
construct application. Therefore, the cost was understated in that application by 15%.

- 17 Stratford Reinforccinent Pro

The applicant's evidence describes the project as a system service project, to increase the
capacity of the Forest, Hensall-Godei•ich pipeline system to accommodate a gradually increasing
load in the counties of Middlesex, Lambton Perth, and Huron. The project consists of 10.8 lan
of NPS 12 pipe at a cost of$28.5 million, projected to be in-service by the end of 2019. There is
no change in forecast cost from that leave to construct estimate (EB-2018-0306). Union stated
the project is required ii1 late 2019 to serve additiozial customers in those counties. The project
received leave to construct on March 28, 2019.

In any event, BOMA is of the view that the project is a routine increase in the capacity of
Union's pipeline system to serve parts of four counties in southwestern Ontario. Many such lines
are constructed over the life of a gas distribution company's existence, and they are a part of the
normal cycle of continued improvements of service and meeting normal, gradual growth patterns
in different parts of the franchise. As such, and given the relatively small size of the project, in
relation to either the Union rate zone rate base or the EGD rate zone rate base, or the Enbridge
gas corporate rate base, the project should not be considered eligible for ICM financial
assistance.

BOMA also observes that Union leas sought ICM treatment for $245.1 inillioil in projects for
2019 alone, an amount well in excess of its eligible incremental capital capacity when calculated
according to the Board's directive in the Merger case (EB-2017-0306 and EB-2017-0307).
EGD's approach violates the Board's ACM/ICM policy. The Board has stated:

"The use ofan~ ACM(ICM) is not appirop~~iate,for a clistf~ibi~tor that ... is pi^oposing to use
Zhe er~ti~^e eligible ii~~ereinenzc~l eczpitc~l eizvelope czvczilctblc,for^ c~ pc~~°ticulaf~ year".

-18EGD is doing just that, and Bolds open the prospect of fiirther 1CM requests in the 2020, 2021,
2022, or 2023.

Issue 12

BOMA does not agree with EGD's proposal to use, for the calculation of the 2019 ICM threshold
for the Union rate zone, the average of the annual PCI of Union and EGD rate zones since the
last three rebasings which are 0.72% and 1.07%, respectively. EGD has submitted no evidence
to support deviation from normal positions which is to use the EGD PCI of 1.07%.

Rate Riders

Finally, the credit balances from 2019 for the Doi1 River (and Kingsville and Stratford projects)
returned to ratepayers through a 2019 rate rider, which would reduce ratepayers' 2019 effective
rates, should not he "netted" against the debit bala~lce forecast for 2021 rates application.
Ratepayers deserve to receive the credit in their 2019 rates. One cannot easily imagine Enbridge
deferring (netting) its recovery of money owing in 2019 against a refund forecast for 2020.
These credits and debits should be dealt with in the year incurred as a matter of fairness.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
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